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Abstract 
Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Mentoring was likened as a kind of prosocial behavior done by the mentor， 
aiming at helping the mentee by providing a variety of developmental functions. 
Following the logic of the empathic-joy hypothesis，it was predicted that the mentor's 
intentions and his/her perceived feedback on results ofhisy1ier mentoring would interact 
to affect the mentee's perception of the amount of mentoring functions received, and the 
latter would in tum affect the mentee'sjob satisfaction and organizational commitment. 
One hundred and four male and female workers from mainland China, with the age 
ranged between 18 to 55，participated in the survey. While correlational analyses showed 
that other-focused/altruistic mentor's intentions and more positive feedback on results 
were related to higher mentoring functions, hierarchical regression analyses did not 
provide evidence to support the empathic-joy conceptual model. An MANCOVAy^ 
MANOVA analysis was done and it offered some support to the claim that mentoring 
functions might afifectjob satisfaction and organizational commitment. The effect of 
psychosocial function onjob satisfaction was particularly strong. In general, our findings 
partiaUy supported our initial model and encouraged more endeavours in ferreting out 
the relationships between the variables. Suggestions for further research and limitations 
ofthe present study were discussed in details. 
Submitted by WONG Sing-Leung，Philip for the degree ofMaster ofPhilosophy in 
Industrial"Organizational Psychology at the Chinese University ofHong Kong in June, 
1999. 
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Altruistic versus egoistic mentors: 
Does it really make a difference? 
GeneraUy speaking, mentoring, as defined by Kram (1986)，is a kind of 
relationship betweenjunior and senior colleagues, or between peers, that provides a 
variety of developmental functions. Such functions can be summarized in two broad， 
separate but not entirely distinct categories: Career functions and psychosocial functions. 
Career functions enhance learning the ropes and preparing for advancement up the 
organizational hierarchy. These include sponsorship (e.g. having connections that will 
support the junior's career advancement), coaching (e.g. teaching "the ropes", giving 
relevant feedback), protection (e.g. taking responsibility for mistakes that are outside the 
junior's control), exposure (e.g. taking the junior to important meetings that will enhance 
his or her visibility) and chaUenging work (e.g. delegating assignments that stretch the 
junior's knowledge and skiUs for preparation to move ahead) (Kram, 1986). Career 
functions are possible because of the mentor's experience, organizational rank, and 
influence in the organizational context. 
On the other hand, psychosocial functions enhance a sense of competence/setf-
worth，clarity ofidentity, and effectiveness in a professional role. These include role 
modding (e.g. demonstrating valued behavior, attitudes and skiUs that aid thejunior in 
achieving competence，confidence, and a clear professional identity), counseling (e.g. 
excellent listening，trust, and rapport that enable both individuals to address central 
developmental concerns), acceptance and confirmation (e.g. providing ongoing support， 
respect, and admiration, which strengthens sdf-confidence and setf-image), and 
friendship (e.g. mutual caring and intimacy, sharing of experience outside the immediate 
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work setting) (Burke, 1984; Dreher & Ash，1990; Kram, 1986). Psychosocial functions 
are possible because of an interpersonal bond that nurtures mutual trust and increasing 
intimacy. 
Quite a lot of studies attempted to deUneate the relationships between the said 
developmental fimctions and other variables. On the one hand, researchers alike tried to 
identify the variables that could afFect the developmental functions provided by the 
mentor and/or the mentor's and mentee's perceptions of the said functions offered. For 
instance, several studies preher & Cox，1996; Fagenson, 1992，1994; Ragins & 
McFarlin, 1990; Whitely, Dougherty & Dreher，1992) examined the effects ofpersonal 
and organizational factors such as age，race，sex，gender orientation，organizational level, 
and socioeconomic status on functions provided. Fagenson-Eland, Marks & Amendola 
(1997) investigated the influence of mentor-mentee relationship structure (formally 
arranged vs informally developed and subordinate vs non-subordinate mentee) and 
experience (with mentor-mentee relationships) on the mentor's and mentee's perceptions 
of the said fiinctions offered. 
On the other hand, several studies examined the relationships between mentoring 
functions and outcome variables like promotions, salary (Orpen, 1995; Scandura, 1992)， 
career satisfaction, socialization (Chao, Walz, & Gardner，1992), etc. Generally 
speaking, it was found that mentees who experienced more career-related support from 
their mentors enjoyed greater organizational rewards. 
The present study was in line with previous studies in that it extended the 
investigation on the relationships between mentoring functions and their antecedent and 
consequent variables. We also tried to expand the literature in mentoring in several ways. 
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Above aU else, we were interested in ferreting out the effects of one particular variable 
on the mentoring functions provided by the mentor, namely, the mentor's 
motive/intention/desire behind engaging in the mentoring relationship with a mentee. In 
Allen, Poteet, and Burroughs' (1997) study, 27 mentors were interviewed concerning 
their reasons/motives in mentoring others. After a multistep content analysis, 13 
dimensions based on 76 comments were developed (see Appendix A). Men et al. (1997) 
conjectured that such motives might be the determinants of several factors, including the 
mentoring functions provided by the mentors. Since this is a new area in the research of 
mentoring that worths serious consideration, we tried to test such a relationship in the 
present study. 
Mentoring can be taken as a kind of prosocial behavior，aiming at helping others. 
Indeed, in Men et al.'s (1997) study, quite a large percentage of mentors spelled out the 
desire to help others as a primary reason for mentoring. According to Podsakoff, 
MacKenzie, and Hui (1993), mentoring functions such as coaching (described as "An 
'experienced，manager helps a new manager 'leam the ropes', even though this activity 
is not part of the experienced manager'sjob description.") is a typical example of 
organizational citizenship behavior (OCB), the latter of which is a kind of"prosocial 
organizational behavior" (Smith, Organ and Near, 1983; Briefand Motowidlo, 1986) 
that encompasses aU those discretionary behaviors that have the effect ofhelping a 
specific other person with an organizationaUy relevant task or problem (Organ, 1988a). 
Past literature in prosocial behavior makes us aware of the fact that people 
engaging in prosocial behavior can have different intentions in their mind. On the one 
hand，according to the empathy-altruism hypothesis ^Batson, Duncan, Ackerman, 
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Buckley, and Birch, 1981), prosocial behavior done by some people can be motivated 
solely for the purpose of increasing the welfare of the recipient — to reduce the 
recipient's distress. In other words，these helpers have truly altruistic intentions in their 
mind. On the other hand, according to the negative state reUef model (Cialdini, Darby 
and Vincent, 1973; Cialdini, Baumann and Kenrick，1981; Cialdini, Schaller, Houlihan, 
Arps, Fultz and Beaman, 1987) and the empathic-joy hypothesis (Smith, Keating and 
Stotland, 1989)，some other people help mainly to increase their own weLfare — to 
reduce their own distress caused by witnessing an emergency situation; or to acquire the 
vicarious joy and relief at the resolution of the recipient's needs. For such helpers, their 
ultimate goal in helping is basicaUy egoistic in nature. 
There is ahnost a sheer match between the altruistic-egoistic dichotomy 
suggested by past prosocial research and AHen et al.'s (1997) categorization of mentors' 
intentions. In Men et al.'s (1997) study, two higher order factors emerged from the 13 
dimensions regarding mentor's motives/intentions/reasons in mentoring: "Other-focused" 
and "self-focused" (see Appendix A). "Other-focused" reasons epitomize a concem in 
the welfare of others，including the mentee and the organization 一 to share information, 
to help mentees，to benefit the organization, to help minorities/women, etc., and is 
somewhat look like the "altruistic" motive in helping behavior. And "setf-focused" 
reasons express a concem in the welfare of the s d f — for own gratification, pride, 
personal learning, projects，etc.，which mimics the "egoistic" motive in prosocial 
research. 
In the prosocial behavior Hterature, it has been found that helpers who are 
motivated by egoistic concerns wiU help less under certain situations while helpers 
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motivated by altmistic reasons will persist and maintain a high rate ofhelping even under 
those situations. For instance, some studies (Batson et al., 1981; Toi and Batson, 1982; 
Schroeder, Dovidio, Sibicky, Matthews and Allen, 1988) showed that people with an 
egoistic concern to reduce their own distress helped less when escape was easy than 
when it was difficult. The rate ofhelping remained high for people motivated by an 
altruistic concem even when escape was easy. On the other hand, other studies (Smith et 
al., 1989; Batson, Batson，Slingsby, HarreU, Peekna and Todd, 1991) found that egoistic 
people motivated by the vicarious joy ofhelping would help less when the feedback on 
the results ofhelp was not present while the altruistic people would not. There seems to 
be a general "contingency rule" behind the minds of “egoistic” helpers where their help 
wiU only be offered (and offered continually) as long as their own benefits/needs are 
served. 
We beUeved that prosocial research might shed Ughts on our understanding of 
mentoring. Since the motives/intentions expressed by the "seLf-focused" mentors 
(dimensions 7 to 13 of Appendix A, particularly dimension 7) were quite similar to the 
intention behind those helpers who looked for vicarious joy in helping in that the 
satisfaction ofthem depended on the presence of some feedback on the results，we 
expected that in the absence of such feedback, the "self-focused" mentors would engage 
in mentoring less and that the functions ofFered would thereby be less. We also believed 
it was not merely the presence or absence of feedback on results that mattered, but also 
how the mentor perceived such feedback. If the feedback was perceived as a positive 
indicator showing improvement on the side of the mentee as a result of mentoring, the 
mentor might likely experience gratification andA>r pride and would be reinforced to 
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maintain a relatively higher level of mentoring functions to the mentee. In contrast, if the 
feedback was perceived as a negative indicator showing no improvement or even draw 
back after mentoring, the egoistic mentor's desire would be frustrated — s/he would 
derive no joy from the act，hence led to a decrease/cease of the act and the functions 
offered. 
In consistent with past helping research regarding the effect of feedback on 
results on helping (Batson et al., 1981; Batson, et al., 1991; Schroeder, et al., 1988; 
Smith et al., 1989; Toi and Batson, 1982)，we expected to see an intention by feedback 
two way interaction effect on the mentoring functions provided. In the present study, we 
used the mentor's perceptions along several dimensions regarding the mentee's growth, 
development, and improvement subsequent to the commencement of the mentoring 
relationship as the indexes of the factor "feedback on results，’ because such perceptions 
might directly affect the extent to which the aforementioned self-focused 
intentions/desires (see dimensions 7-13 in Appendix A) were satisfied or not in the job 
context. The nature of the said interaction was depicted as follows: Among the "other-
focused" mentors who expressed motives/intentions along dimensions 1 to 6，no matter 
what feedback on results (positive/high or negativeAow) they received, the amount of 
mentoring function received by their mentees would be more or less the same, and would 
be the highest amongst all groups. Among the "seLf-focused" mentors who looked for 
feedback on results (who expressed motives/intentions along dimensions 7 to 13)，it was 
expected that one group of their mentees (those who offered positive/high feedback) 
would report receiving comparable amount of mentoring functions that matched the 
above two groups of mentees (having "other-focused" mentors). On the other hand，the 
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other group of their mentees (those who offered negative/low feedback) would report 
receiving significantly lower amount of mentoring functions than the above three groups. 
Hi: It was predicted that an intention x feedback two way interaction effect 
on the mentoring functions received would be witnessed. 
In the present study, we were also interested in further ferreting out the 
relationships between the mentoring functions and two outcome variables, namely, job 
satisfaction and organizational commitment. Job satisfaction can be referred to as a 
positive affective state resulting from the appraisal of one'sjob (Locke, 1976). It was 
found that lowjob satisfaction was associated with a higher level of absence and 
termination and a lower level ofleaming (Locke，1976) and engagement in 
organizational citizenship behavior. Quite a number of studies found that there was a 
positive relationship between having a mentor andjob satisfaction (Fagenson，1989; 
Koberg, Boss, Chappell, and Ringer, 1994; Louis, Posner, and Powell, 1983; Mobley, 
Jaret, Marsh，and Yoon, 1994; Roche, 1979). Most of those studies compared the level 
ofjob satisfaction between people having a mentor and people having no mentor. Yet, 
relatively few studies attempted to address the issue as to whether among the mentees, 
having received a higher level of mentoring than a lower one would lead to a differential 
level ofjob satisfaction. Riley and Wrench (1985) found that people who had higher 
levels of mentoring reported greater success and job satisfaction than those who had 
lower levels of mentoring and those who were not in a mentoring relationship. Hence, 
we had the following prediction: 
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H2: It was predicted that mentees receiving a higher level of mentoring 
would report a higher level of job satisfaction than mentees receiving 
a lower level of mentoring. 
Organizational commitment involved an affective attachment on the side of the 
worker to the organization，an acceptance ofits goals and values，and a willingness to 
exert effort on its behalf and to perform well OVestwood, 1992). Organizational 
commitment was found to be a key factor in reduced turnover (Kline and Peters, 1991; 
Mathieu and Zajac，1990; Pierce and Dunham 1987; Porter, Steers and Mowday, 1974; 
Steers, 1977) and turnover intentions (Williams and Hazer, 1986). It was also found that 
organizational commitment was positively related to performance (Aranya, Kushnir and 
Valency, 1986), participation, power, teamwork and professionalism (Welsch and 
LaVan, 1981). 
Previous research on the relationship betweenjob satisfaction and organizational 
commitment reported the foUowing findings: First, the two were positively correlated 
(Mowday，Steers and Porter, 1979); second, job satisfaction was an antecedent to 
organizational commitment CWiUiams and Hazer, 1986); and third, a bidirectional or 
reciprocal relationship was located between organizational commitment andjob 
satisfaction where commitment influenced satisfaction and vice versa ^VIathieu, 1991). 
Relatively few studies identified the relationship between mentoring and organizational 
commitment. KaMeisch and Bach (1998) found a direct effect of mentor assistance in 
learning skills, a coaching behavior, on organizational commitment. Moreover， 
mentoring also had an effect on organizational commitment via the mediator “job reward 
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value", a "substituting" factor tojob satisfaction. But organizational commitment did not 
seem to affect job reward value. 
In the present study，we would like to further investigate the relationship between 
mentoring functions and organizational commitment. In consistent with Kalbfleisch et 
al.'s (1998) study, we had the following hypotheses: 
Hs： It was predicted that differential level of mentoring would 
have an effect on organizational commitment of mentees in 
that a higher (lower) level of mentoring would lead to a higher 
(lower) level of organizational commitment. 
The initial conceptual model proposed by the present study was schematicaUy 
presented in Figure 1. 
Insert Figure 1 about here 
Almost all ofthe previous studies in mentoring were done in the West. That 
meant that our knowledge about mentoring in China was aknost a "blank". The present 
study was conducted in Guangzhou, the People's Republic of China. We hoped that 
other than examining our conceptual model, the present study could serve as an 
exploratory work that shed lights in the said blank area. As there was a growing interest 
in addressing the impact ofcultural values on Chinese workers 0-eung, Smith, Wang and 
Sun, 1996; Wu, 1998) in recent years, we hoped that the present study could enrich the 
literature in this respect. Basically, the present project was made up oftwo parts. The 
first part involved pilot interviews aiming at faciHtating the development ofa reliable 
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survey questionnaire and getting to know more about the actual mentoring situation of 
the organization that participated in the survey. The second part was the conducting o fa 
survey aiming at testing the hypotheses just mentioned. 
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PART U THE PILOT INTERVIEWS 
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The pilot interviews 
Prior to conducting the survey, the investigator of the present study held 
individual in-depth interviews with two training managers who came from the same 
organization that participated in the survey. The objectives of the interview were first，to 
collect more information that might serve to facilitate the development of the survey 
questionnaire; and second, to acquire a more realistic picture regarding the mentoring 
situation of the organization in question. The second point was particularly important, as 
the present study was among one of the first studies that attempted to explore the topic 
of mentoring in mainland China. After the interview, major points were organized and 
excerpted as follows. 
Overall mentoring situation 
In the target organization, most of the mentoring relationships were formally 
assigned by the training centre，though a few informal relationships (those that were 
informally developed between the mentors and the mentees themselves without the 
involvement of a third party [e.g. another department]) did exist. The training centre 
employed full-time trainers as mentors. It also nominated departmental managers/heads 
as departmental trainers-mentors to cater for the training needs of each department. All 
these trainers-mentors were not only required to conduct formal training courses for 
other staff，but also had to offer personal advice and coaching to those mentees assigned 
to them. NormaUy, mentors that had rich mentoring and working experiences would be 
assigned more mentees. 
Not all staff were eligible as mentees. Only those who had demonstrated high 
working performances and potentialities and were willing to leam would be selected by 
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their bosses and^or departmental mentors for further development. Staff with 
potentialities would even be recommended by their mentors to attend "cross-level 
training" 一 to attend courses that were initially designed for higher level stafE^managers. 
Depending on the mentee's personal characteristics，the training centre would assign 
different types of mentors to ensure a “better match” For instance, older mentees would 
be assigned to older and well-experienced mentors to protect the "face" of the former 
and to minimize embarrassment for both parties. Highly educated mentees like university 
graduates would be assigned to a few mentors with high job level and expertise to 
undergo long-term, well-focused cultivation and development. In contrast, mentees with 
lower educational levels would be assigned to more mentors at other levels to broaden 
their vision and to "consolidate their foundation". Cross-gender mentoring (i.e. the 
mentor and the mentee were of opposite gender) was not commonplace in the 
organization. It would be easier for the parties from a same sex dyad to communicate 
with each other. Moreover, cross-gender mentoring might attract rumors that could be 
potentially damaging to both parties. 
Mentoring functions offered 
Generally speaking，the functions mentioned by the interviewees fell under 
Kram's (1986) dichotomy: Career-related versus psychosocial-related. Career-related 
functions included first，recommending mentees to attend training courses organized by 
the organization or other professional bodies; second, empowering the mentees by 
assigning more important tasks for them to accomplish，or by allowing the mentees to 
accumulate experiences through organizing organizational activities like sports day, fire 
practice, etc.; third, offering coaching in routine work activities; and fourth, 
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recommending useful books and magazines to the mentees. Psychosocial functions 
included mutual sharing and friendship building between the mentor and the mentee via a 
variety ofactivities like playing ball games, "yum-cha" (having Chinese breakfast and 
lunch), having dinner, going to "karaoke", participating social charity activities together, 
etc., during holidays. In China, such social gatherings between mentors-supervisors and 
mentees-subordinates were commonplace and the interviewees said such activities 
provided a relaxing environment where mutual understanding and acceptance could be 
achieved with greater ease. 
Clues to the success of a mentoring relationship 
To ensure a successful mentoring relationship, a harmonious and trusting 
environment should be maintained where both the mentor and the mentee would find it 
comfortable to show sincerity to each other. To achieve this end, both parties should 
make their own contributions. On the mentor's side，first, as mentoring relationships 
sometimes involved conflict of interest (e.g. a mentor-supervisor had to teach someone 
[the mentee-subordinate] who might compete with himy'her in the future), a mentor 
should leam to put aside his/lier self-interest and to safeguard the interests of others， 
including the subordinates, and the organization as a whole. If s/he acted too defensively, 
a trusting relationship could never be established. Second，a mentor should treat all 
his/her mentees fairly and impartially. And third, a mentor should give their feedback 
(e.g. praise, evaluations...etc.) to their mentees promptly. This could allow the mentees 
to maintain clear goals and prevent any misunderstanding due to communication 
breakdown. On the mentee's side, it was of utmost importance not to spell out their 
interpersonal problems with their mentors via gossip with others, but to deal with them 
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directly and promptly with their mentors. This could maintain fairness and could protect 
the "face" ofthe latter. Hence, harmony could be safeguarded. 
Consequences of mentoring 
Successful mentoring relationship would further ensure a harmonious working 
environment where both the mentor-superior and the mentee-subordinate would trust 
and leam from each other and enjoy their work. High team spirit would be expected，and 
better working cooperation would be achieved as redundancies injob-related duties 
between the mentor-supervisor and mentees-subordinates would be scaled down to a 
minimum. More important was the actual improvement in work performance via 
personal guidance. Sense ofbelonging towards the organization would also be enhanced 
on both sides as both the mentor and the mentee contributed their effort in improving the 
overall organizational performance via the process of mentoring and learning. However, 
opposite effects might occur if the mentoring relationship was not developed well. 
Feedback on results 
The managers mentioned that injob setting, the mentors' perception in feedback 
on results was basically determined by how well they perceived their mentees 
improved/developed/grew along various dimensions as a result ofhaving receiving 
mentoring from them. Such dimensions included job knowledge and skills, quality of 
work, organization ofwork, initiative and motivation, team spirit，communication and 
social skills, professionalism, and self-confidence. The definitions for these dimensions 
were given, and were stated explicitly in the questionnaire (see Appendix B). 
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Implications 
The implications gained from such interviews could be classified into two major 
categories: Implications that were directly related to the focus of interest of the present 
study and implications that were interesting but beyond the focus of interest of the 
present study. For the first category, we learnt that whether a mentor concerned more 
about setfor others was indeed one of the major determinants of a harmonious and 
successful mentoring relationship. We also acquired a more detailed picture regarding 
the mentoring functions offered by the mentors of the organization and leamt that such 
functions fit rather well under Kram's (1986) dichotomy. In addition, we leamt about the 
consequences of mentoring, including job satisfaction and organizational commitment. 
And finally, we collected information for developing the scale to measure feedback on 
results. However, it is reminded that one should take the aforementioned implications 
with some caution as the interviewer was also the investigator of the present study. 
For the second category，we discovered some intriguing aspects that might have 
something to do with the impact of the macro cultural environment. For instance, most 
of the mentoring relationships were formally assigned and planned by the organization 
rather than spontaneously and informaUy developed between the mentors and the 
mentees; the strong reliance ofsocial gatherings as forums for friendship build-up and 
the offering of psychosocial mentoring fUnctions; and the seemingly important role 
played by values Uke face saving and harmony maintenance during the course ofthe 
mentoring process. Obviously, a new area of mentoring research was called upon. 
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PARTII: THESURVEY 
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Method 
Participants 
One hundred and four participants, who worked in a largejoint venture — a 
hotel run by an American hotel group, situated in Guangzhou, the People's Republic of 
China, participated in our study. Established some twenty years ago, the hotel was one 
of the largest ones in Guangzhou which employed more than one thousand staff Among 
the participants, fifty two worked as supervisors or above grade and the rest were their 
mentees. In the mentor's group, fourteen were male (27%) and thirty-eight were female 
(73%). About 58% ofthe mentors aged between 31-40，11% between 41-50 and 8% 
between 26-30. The rest were at other age groups. In the mentee's group, eleven were 
male (21%) and fourty-one were female (79%). About 42% of the mentees aged 
between31-40, 25% between 26-30, 21% between 18-25 and 12% between 41-50. All 
participants except one mentor were Chinese who Uved in mainland China. 
Design and control 
The survey followed a 2 x 2 (intention x feedback) factorial design. The two 
predictors were, namely, the mentor's intention (two levels: Self-focused vs other-
focused) and the mentor's perception of feedback on results (two levels: Low and high). 
And the dependent variable was the mentee's perception of the amount of mentoring 
functions received. We chose the mentee's perception because only such perceptions 
would have a direct bearing on the mentee,sjob attitudes, ln our model, such 
perceptions were used to predict two outcome variables, namely, the mentee'sjob 
satisfaction and organizational commitment. 
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Mentors were required to provide information regarding the number ofmentees 
they had during the time they acted as the mentor of the particular mentee mentioned 
OKxam，1985); whether the mentoring relationship was formaUy assigned by the mentor's 
boss/training and development staffs/staffs of the Human Resources department/the 
management or informally developed (Fagenson-Eland, et al., 1997); thejob level 
difference between the mentor and the mentee (Kram, 1985); perceived prospects for 
further career development (Kram, 1985) and the task interdependence level (Kram, 
1985) 一 how dependent the mentor was on the mentee to performjob tasks，measured 
by a refined 3-item scale used by Jermier & Berkes (1979) and Mohr (1971). In Mohr's 
study, the reliability coefficient was found to be .82. Mentees were required to provide 
information regarding number of years in the mentoring relationship and the total number 
ofmentoring relationships (Fagenson-Eland et al., 1997). All the above factors might 
have an effect on the perceived amount of mentoring functions received. In addition, 
mentees were also required to give information about their marital status, promotion 
(measured by a single item: "When were you last promoted?”)，and job tenure. While the 
first factor might affect the mentee's organizational commitment OHrebiniak & Ahmo， 
1972; Mathieu and Zajac, 1990)，the second and third factor would afFect the mentee's 
job satisfaction (Locke, 1976; Mobley, Jaret, Marsh and Lim, 1994; Wigand and Boster， 
1991). FinaUy, information like age, sex，organizational tenure, and educational level 
were collected from both parties as all such factors might have an effect on both 
perceived amount of mentoring functions received ODreher and Cox, Jr., 1996; Koberg, 
et al.，1994; Kram, 1985; Thomas and Alderfer, 1989), organizational commitment 
gVlathieu and Zajac, 1990) andjob satisfaction OLocke，1976，Mobley, et al., 1994). 
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Measures 
The questionnaire used in the survey (see Appendix B: With an English version 
and a Chinese version written in simplified Chinese characters enclosed respectively. 
Note that the Chinese version was the one actually used in the survey) was made up ofa 
number ofmeasurement scales whose origins were either based on previous research or 
information collected via the pilot interview. It was drafted and translated by the author 
under the supervision ofthe two training managers mentioned earlier as well as a 
graduate student who came from mainland China, and was back-translated by another 
graduate student from mainland China to ensure that it was valid and culturally relevant. 
Mentor ’s intentions. One item required the mentors to think very carefully regarding the 
ultimate reasonAntentionAnotive in engaging in the mentoring relationship with the 
mentee. Based on Allen et al.'s (1997) study，sixteen choices ofintentionA*eason were 
given and the mentors were required to choose only one ultimate reason. A sample 
choice ofreason was “I take pride in it". Ifthe mentor made a choice ofreason that 
belonged to dimensions 1-6 (see Appendix A)，it would be coded as an "other-focused" 
intention. Otherwise, it would be coded as a "self-focused" intention. 
Feedback on results. After interviewing with training managers，the measurement of 
feedback on results was developed. Eight items required the mentors to rate on a 5-point 
scale the improvement/development/growth of their mentees subsequent to the 
establishment ofthe mentoring relationship along dimensions regardingjob performance, 
conmiunication/social skills, self-confidence...etc (please refer to appendix two). By 
adopting the method ofmedian split, we produced two levels of feedback on results, 
namely "low" versus "high". An exploratory factor analysis was conducted on the 
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measurement. Three criteria were considered in determining the number offactors: 
Kaiser's criterion (i.e.，eigenvalues > 1.0)，the scree test, and the interpretability ofthe 
factor(s). A one-factor solution (shown in Table 1) was finally selected, accounting for 
46% ofthe item variance. The coefficient a for the feedback measurement was .83. 
Insert Table 1 about here 
Mentoringfunctions, The 16-item Mentoring Functions Scale (MFS) (NoQ, 1988a) 
required the mentees to indicate to what extent a specific mentor had provided the 
mentoring functions described in each item using a 5-point scale where 5 = “to a very 
large extent，，and 1 = “not at all” Eight of the items were written to measure 
psychosocial mentoring functions. A sample item was “Your mentor has encouraged you 
to try new ways ofbehaving on the job". Another eight items were written to measure 
career-related mentoring functions. A sample item was “Your mentor has given you 
assignments that present opportunities to leam new skills". 
Exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses on the MFS conducted previously 
(Noe, 1988a; Tepper, Shaffer，& Tepper，1996) supported a two-factor obHque model 
factor structure that corresponded with Kram's (1986) conceptual distinction between 
career-related mentoring functions and psychosocial mentoring functions. For the present 
study, a CFA ofthe two-factor oblique model was estimated using maximum likelihood 
techniques with the EQS computer program OBentler, 1989). As the initial results 
indicated that the model did not fit the data well, an EFA was then conducted and a two-
factor solution emerged. Following that, we deleted six items (three from each factor. 
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The items deleted were a，f，g，j, 1，m) based on two criteria: First, we deleted those items 
with similar loadings across factors. Second, we deleted those items that had high 
intercorrelations with all the items from the other factor. We then run the CFA once 
again and the results showed that the two-factor oblique model provided a reasonable fit 
to the data, with a comparative fit index (CFI; Bentler, 1990) of.89 and a goodness-of-
fit index (GFI; Joreskog & Sorbom, 1986) of .83. Moreover, the results also indicated a 
substantial improvement in fit ofthe two-factor obHque model compared to the one-
factor model that nested within it, Ax' (1) = 24.9, u < .001，（see Table 2) providing 
additional evidence supporting the discriminant validity ofthe latent 
Insert Table 2 about here 
constructs studied. The intercorrelation between the latent career-related mentoring and 
psychosocial mentoring traits was .56. 
In sum, our findings supported a two-factor oblique model only when items were 
deleted from the MFS. Though in the pilot interviews, the training managers did not 
identify any problem in applicability ofthe full MFS in the Chinese context after 
examining the sixteen items, our findings suggested that certain refinement on the scale 
should be made before we borrowed and applied it to a sample from mainland China. 
Previous studies ^Coberg et al.，1994; Noe, 1988a; Tepper et al., 1996) proved that the 
MFS was a valid and reliable instrument for measuring perceived mentoring functions 
received. For the present sample, the coefficient a for the career-related functions 
subscale was .87 and the a for the psychosocial functions subscale was .78. 
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Job satisfaction. The 5-item Overall Job Satisfaction scale (Quinn and Staines, 1979) 
required mentees to circle the number corresponding to their feelings about each item, 
using the 5-point scale. A sample item was "All in aU，how satisfied would you say you 
are with yourjob?" Quinn and Staines (1979) reported a consistency coefficient of .77 
for the said scale. And the coefficient a for the present sample was .73. 
Organizational commitment. The 15-item Organizational Commitment Questionnaire 
(OCQ) OVIowday，Steers, & Porter，1979) required mentees to circle the number 
representing their level of agreement with each item，using a 5-point scale ranging from 1 
="strongly disagree" to 5 二 “strongly agree". A sample item was "I am proud to tell 
others that I am part of this organization". The median a reported by Mowday et al. 
(1979) was .90, and the coefficient a for the present sample was .82. Mowday et al. 
(1979) showed that the OCQ consistently predicted turnover in various samples. And 
Cook, Hepworth, Wall and Warr (1981) reported summary evidence of reHability and 
convergent validity of the OCQ, 
Procedure 
Survey questionnaires were distributed among staff at supervisory grade or above 
who might have a chance to act as mentors of someone else either currently or in the 
past (i.e. they were potential mentors). The first question asked the participants to 
identify if they were/had been mentors. Jfthe response was positive, they were requested 
to think of a most recent case in mentoring a particular mentee and to answer other 
questions of the questionnaire. They were also required to distribute another stapled 
questionnaire to that particular mentee to fill in. 
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So, it was of utmost importance that the mentees chosen were accessible at the 
time ofthe survey. As a safeguard, each mentor was reminded that before they decided 
to choose a case in mentoring to talk about，they should check first if the mentee 
involved was still working in the organizationy'had not taken leave during the survey. I fa 
mentor had reason to beHeve that the mentee chosen would not be available to do the 
questionnaire, s/he was requested to choose a second most recent case where the mentee 
could be accessible, tfthe participant mentioned that s/he had not ever acted as a mentor 
and did not have relevant experience, s/he was not required to do his/^er questionnaire 
and to distribute the mentee questionnaire to anyone else. M questionnaires from the 
mentors, mentees and non-mentors were collected via the Human Resources department 
of the organization. 
Both questionnaires did not require the participants to put down their names. But 
in order to delineate the relationship between the predictors and the dependent variables, 
data coUected from each pair of mentor and mentee would be matched and combined 
together for doing the analyses. To achieve this aim, inside each pair of mentor/mentee 
questionnaire, a code would be assigned and printed (e.g. #l, #2...etc.) and the code 
would be the same for the same pair of questionnaire. This would ensure that the 
experimenter could be able to identify and combine the two separate pieces of 
information together for analyses at later stage. 
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Results 
Correlates ofMentoring 
A. Mentor's intention, feedback on results and career function 
Hierarchical regression analyses was adopted to examine the relationship between 
mentor's intention, feedback and career function. The intercorrelations between these 
measures were shown in Table 3. From Table 3，it was found that career function was 
Insert Table 3 about here 
positively correlated with feedback at .05 level; and was marginally but positively 
correlated with intention at. 10 level. Other-focused intention and high feedback were 
both associated with higher level of career function. In the hierarchical regression 
analysis (please refer to Table 4)，when the two predictors were entered in step one，they 
Insert Table 4 about here 
accounted for 11% of the total variance of mentoring function (F (2，49) = 3.17，g_= 
.05)，though the coefficients of the individual t-tests were only marginal for both 
variables (t = 1.27, £ = .21 for intention and t = 1.93，g 二 .06 for feedback). At step 
two, when the interaction term (intention x feedback) was entered so as to examine the 
unique variance contributed by it, it was found that the change in R? was not significant 
(F (3，48) = 1.05, £ = ns). Hence, hypothesis 1 was not supported The means and 
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standard deviations ofmentor's intention, feedback and career function were shown in 
Table 5. And the relationship between these measures was schematicaUy presented in 
Insert Table 5 about here 
Figure 2. Note that in the analysis，no suppressor variable could be identified. 
Insert Figure 2 about here 
B. Mentor's intention, feedback on results and psychosocial function 
Hierarchical regression analyses was once again adopted to examine the 
relationship between mentor's intention, feedback and psychosocial function. The 
intercorrelations between these measures were shown in Table 3. From Table 3，it was 
found that psychosocial function was marginally but positively correlated with intention 
and feedback at. 10 level. Other-focused intention and high feedback were both 
associated with higher level ofpsychosocial function. Li the hierarchical regression 
analysis (please refer to Table 6), when the two predictors were entered in step one, they 
Insert Table 6 about here 
accounted for 8% ofthe total variance of mentoring function (V (2，49) = 2.23，g_= . 12). 
At step two, when the interaction term (intention x feedback) was entered so as to 
• 2 
examine the unique variance contributed by it, it was found that the change in R was not 
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significant QF (3，48) = .36,总=ns). Once again，hypothesis 1 was not supported. The 
means and standard deviations ofmentor's intention, feedback and psychosocial function 
were shown in Table 7. And the relationship between these measures was schematicaUy 
Insert Table 7 about here 
presented in Figure 3. Once again, we could not identify any suppressor variable in the 
analysis. 
Insert Figure 3 about here 
Outcomes ofMentoring 
Asjob satisfaction and organizational commitment were found to be significantly 
correlated with each other (r = .52,卫 < .001)，we used multivariate analysis ofvariance 
(MANOVA) followed by univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) to assess the effects 
of mentoring on the two work outcomes. 
A. Effects ofcareer function on the outcome variables 
As the control variable, "mentor's age", was also significantly correlated withjob 
satisfaction (r 二 .28，卫 < .05) and organizational commitment (r = .28, £ < .05) 
respectively, before we conducted the MANOVA analyses to investigate the 
relationships between career function and the outcome variables, we examined the 
possibility oftreating "mentor's age" as a covariate. No multivariate effect (VVilks 
lambda = .99, F (2, 47) 二 .17，^ = ns) as well as univariate effect was found on job 
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satisfaction (F (1，48) 二 . 14，p = ns) and organizational commitment (F (1, 48) 二 .33, ^ 二 
ns) by the career function x mentor's age interaction term, indicating that the assumption 
ofhomogeneity ofregression slopes was met. Moreover, significant multivariate effect 
(Wilks lambda = .87，F (2，47) = 3.46, p_< .05) as well as univariate effect was found on 
job satisfaction QF (1，48) 二 4.90，p_< .05) and organizational commitment QF (1，48) 二 
5.13, g_< .05) by mentor's age，indicating that the assumption oflinearity was also met. 
Hence, "mentor's age" was treated as a covariate in our analyses. 
With an a level of .05，the MANCOVA revealed a significant effect for career 
function on the two dependent measures (WUks lambda = .87，F (2，48) = 3.55，总 < .05). 
Follow-up univariate tests revealed a significant effect for career fiinction onjob 
satisfaction (F (1，49) = 4.69，仏< .05; i f 二 .09) and on organizational commitment (F (1， 
49) 二 5 61，p_< .05; r|2 = . io). Generally speaking, individuals who perceived themselves 
as having receiving a higher level ofcareer function rated themselves as being more 
satisfied with theirjobs as well as being more emotionaUy attached to their organization. 
Hypotheses two and three were thus both supported. The means and standard deviations 
on these measures were shown in Table 8. And the pooled within-cells variance-
covariance matrix was shown in Table 9. 
Insert Table 8 about here 
Lisert Table 9 about here 
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Mentor's age was found to be a significant covariate, with mentees having older 
mentors more likely to report greaterjob satisfaction QF (1, 49) 二 4.85，p_< .05) and 
greater organizational commitment (F (1，49) = 4.87, p_< .05). 
B. Effects ofpsychosocial fiinction on the outcome variables 
Once again, we examined the possibility of treating "mentor's age" as a 
covariate. Yet，no multivariate effect (Wilks lambda = .97，F (2，47) 二 .79，它 二 ns) as 
weU as univariate effect was found onjob satisfaction (F (1，48) = .69，^ = ns) and 
organizational commitment (F (1, 48) = 1.50，j^  = ns) by mentor's age. Thus，we 
discarded the possibiKty of treating it as a covariate in our analyses. 
With an a level of .05，the MANOVA revealed a significant effect for 
psychosocial function on the two dependent measures (WUks lambda = .80，F (2，49) 二 
6.15,忌=.004). Follow-up univariate tests revealed a significant effect for psychosocial 
function onjob satisfaction (F (1，50) = 11.91，p_= .001; r\^  = .19) and on organizational 
commitment QF (1，50) = 5.12，p_< .05; if = .09). Generally speaking, individuals who 
perceived themselves as having receiving a higher level of psychosocial function rated 
themselves as being more satisfied with theirjobs as well as being more emotionally 
attached to their organization. Once again, hypotheses two and three were both 
supported. The means and standard deviations on these measures were shown in Table 
10. And the pooled within-cells variance-covariance matrix was shown in Table 11 
Insert Table 10 about here 
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Insert Table 11 about here 
The testing ofour conceptual model 
In our model，the mentoring function variables (career and psychosocial 
fiinctions) were conceptualized as the mediators of the predictors and the dependent 
variables. To test our model，hierarchical regression analyses were adopted. In the 
analyses, the two predictors (i.e. intention and feedback) were first entered in step one, 
followed by either the career or psychosocial function in step two. A second analysis was 
then conducted where either the career or psychosocial function was entered in step one 
and the two predictors were entered in step two. The results of the two analyses were 
then compared against each other (see Tables 12 to 19). 
Insert Tables 12 to 19 about here 
The results showed that in both situations, only the mentoring function variables 
could significantly account for the total variance of the dependent variables, but not the 
two predictors. And the results were consistent across the two mentoring function 
variables as weU as the two dependent variables. Thus, our conceptual model was 
supported by the data. 
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Discussion 
The present study examined the effects (if any) of mentor's intentions and 
perceptions offeedback on results on mentee's perceptions of career and psychosocial 
mentoring functions received. Contrary to our expectation, the prediction ofthe 
intention by feedback interaction effect (hypothesis 1) was not supported in both the 
career and psychosocial cases. Though as expected, the group of mentees whose 
mentors reported self-focused intention and low feedback on results did perceive 
themselves as having receiving the lowest level ofboth career and psychosocial 
mentoring，hierarchical regression analysis showed that the interaction term added aknost 
nothing to the R^ after intention and feedback had entered into the equation. Hence, we 
concluded that we were unable to make sense of mentoring out of the empathic-joy 
hypothesis. 
One possible cause to the findings of a lack ofintention by feedback interaction 
effect may be due to a restriction in the range of our participants. From our analyses, we 
learnt that most mentors reported other-focused intention and rather positive feedback 
on results. Over 81 % ofthe mentors reported other-focused intention. And along a 
five point scale，over 88 % ofthe mean responses in feedback on results lied between 
point three to four. Another 12 % were point five. None of our participants gave us a 
mean response ofpoints one and two. The grand mean of feedback on results was 3.75. 
Even though our hypothesis and rationale might be true, as the mentors looked more 
similar than we expected them to be，it could be a naive case if we anticipated large 
differences in the responses of their mentees. 
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To test ifthe above proposition holds, we may replicate our study by introducing 
some alterations in design. Remember that in our sample, the mentees were elite who 
were chosen on the grounds ofhigh working performances，potentialities，and 
willingness to leam. That may explain the tendency of our mentors to report relatively 
positive feedback on results. In the future, we may choose other settings where the 
selection ofmentees is based on criteria other than performances and abiUties (e.g. based 
on needs) to see ifthe results are the same. Another change is to enlarge the sample size 
as this may also help in widening the range of our participants. To cope with a relatively 
restricted range ofparticipants, we may consider refining our measurement scales to 
render them more capable ofcapturing the differences in the responses ofour 
participants. For instance，instead of using a five-point Mentoring Function Scale, we 
may consider applying a seven-point or even nine-point scale in the fixture. 
Another possible cause could be attributed to the role our mentors played. Note 
that some ofour mentors were employed as full-time trainers by the organization while 
others were formally nominated as departmental trainers-mentors. Having taking such a 
formal role to teach meant that a failure to fuMll the job duty of mentoring would likely 
lead to the consequences offormai punishment. While the fear of punishment would 
have Uttle, ifany, effect on those mentors that were already motivated by altruistic 
intentions, or positive feedback on results，or both, to teach, it would Hkely deter the 
self-focused mentors facing negative feedback on results from dismissing theirjob duty 
ofmentoring altogether. Rather, this group of mentors might be forced to maintain a 
relatively higher level ofmentoring than they intended to offer, resulting in a closing in of 
the gap between the mentoring levels of different groups of mentors and a non significant 
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intention by feedback interaction effect. To test this proposition, we may replicate the 
present study on voluntary mentors who face little, if any, fear in formal punishment in 
the future to see if our findings still hold. 
Over 90% ofthe mentors from our sample were mentor-supervisors (i.e. those 
mentors were also the immediate job supervisors of their mentees). But one must note 
that the presence ofthe aforementioned fear of punishment is not restricted to mentor-
supervisors. On the other hand, the absence of such a fear is also not restricted to non-
supervisor mentors. True, immediate supervisors are sometimes verbaUy encouraged, or 
even formally required (e.g. written in officialjob specifications and rules) to teach their 
mentees. But the failure to fulfill such a requirement may not always inflict 
consequences as serious as formal punishment. Moreover, it is also possible that thejob 
duty to teach is not written in black-and-white but an immediate supervisor volunteers to 
guide his/her mentees. On the other hand, while some non-supervisor mentors are 
volunteers who would never expect facing formal punishment under whatever situation, 
others are not. For instance, the few full-time mentors of our sample were not 
immediate supervisors oftheir mentees and yet were formally held accountable for their 
mentoring job. Hence，the possible effect of the fear of punishment on our results 
mentioned earUer should not be related to the mentors' role as the immediate supervisors 
oftheir mentees or not. Rather, it should be related directly to the prospect of 
punishment the mentors, whoever they are, are actually facing. 
While the result ofa non significant intention by feedback interaction effect may 
pose some problems towards our effort in bridging the empathic-joy hypothesis and 
mentoring research，we still believe that the area of prosocial research may be the key 
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that offers us conceptual insights out of the area of mentoring due to the following 
reasons. First, correlation and multiple regression analyses showed that both mentor's 
intentions and perceptions of feedback on results were positively, though marginally, 
related to mentee's perceptions of career/psychosocial mentoring functions received. The 
relationships between intention, feedback and career function were particularly salient 
and clear as none ofthe control variables was found to be correlated with the dependent 
variable. The result that feedback and career fiinction has relatively stronger relation is 
not strange, as career fixnction often involves chaUenging assignments the 
accomplishment ofwhich is directly determined by the mentee's skill level and skill 
development. Moreover，in the organizational setting，mentors are sometimes formally 
held accountable for such task assignments. Hence, mentors would consider feedback 
on results more before offering career function. 
In contrast，the relationship between feedback and psychosocial fiinction, though 
positive, was relatively weaker. And in general, the relationships between intention， 
feedback and psychosocial function were less clear. In the hierarchical regression 
analysis, after controlling for the three control variables: Mentor's age，mentor's 
organizational tenure and mentee's age, intention and feedback could add only 4% to R^ 
and such a change was not significant in statistical sense. Despite these qualifications, 
our results in general indicated that other-focused intention and more positive feedback 
on results were associated with higher level of mentoring functions. Note that such 
relationships were found between mentors' and mentee's perceptions but not between 
mentorsVmentees' own perceptions. Moreover，the dyad responded to different 
questionnaires. Hence, such findings, however marginal, should not be discounted or 
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ignored as they were less contaminated by common method variance. And the pattem of 
our results at least partially conforms with what we know about people's behavioral 
pattem when engaging in prosocial behavior. 
Second, other possible bridges between prosocial and mentoring research had yet 
been explored in the present study. For instance, we may test if the negative state relief 
model mentioned earlier (Cialdini, et al., 1973) can be applied so as to assist our 
understanding between mentor's intentions and mentoring behaviors. We may add one 
more item to the intention measurement to ask the degree to which the mentor teaches 
so as to relieve own distress when witnessing a needy subordinate, design ways to record 
easy versus difficult to escape conditions in the job setting (e.g. potential mentors do not 
need to face those whom they refuse to teach if the former are not the immediate work 
supervisors ofthe latter. And that creates an easy to escape condition.)，and collect data 
to investigate if mentors who are more intended to reduce own distress offer less 
mentoring under conditions of easy to escape. 
And third, before concluding that the empathic-joy hypothesis cannot be applied, 
it seems necessary to conduct replication studies to see if our findings can be generaUzed 
to other settings. Given that i) the aforementioned constraints may affect the results of 
our study; and ii) even in our study, the pattem of group means was not highly deviated 
from our expectations: The group of mentees whose mentors reported self-focused 
intention and low feedback on results did report receiving lower level of 
career/psychosocial mentoring than the other three groups; closer examination in this 
area seems necessary. 
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The present study also investigated the effects (if any) of mentee's perceptions of 
career/psychosocial mentoring functions received on two specific kinds ofmentee'sjob 
attitudes, namely, job satisfaction and organizational commitment. Consistent with our 
predictions (hypotheses 2 and 3) and with some previous findings (Kalbfleisch et al., 
1998; Riley and Wrench, 1985), a higher level of career/psychosocial mentoring was 
associated with higher levels ofjob satisfaction and organizational commitment. In other 
words, differential levels ofjob satisfaction and organizational commitment were not 
only found between people who had a mentor and those who had no mentor (Fagenson， 
1989; Koberg, et al., 1994), but also between the "subgroups" of mentees — those who 
perceived themselves as being receiving more career/psychosocial mentoring functions 
from their mentors and those who perceived themselves as being receiving less. None of 
the control variables except mentor's age correlated with bothjob satisfaction and 
organizational commitment; and mentor's age was treated as a covariate in our analysis 
when we tried to delineate the relationships between career function and the two job 
attitude variables. Generally speaking, our findings added convergent evidence to the 
claim that the mentee's perceptions of career/psychosocial mentoring functions received 
had an impact on his/^er job attitudes that should not be overlooked or underestimated. 
One finding that distinguished our study from previous studies in mentoring was 
the discovery of a relatively stronger relationship between psychosocial function and job 
satisfaction when comparing with the one between psychosocial function and 
organizational commitment, as well as the one between career function and job 
satisfaction. One possible major reason for the results is founded on people's affect. 
Note that psychosocial function, unlike career function, operates at a more personal level 
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the offering ofwhich depends on the emotional bond between the mentor-supervisor and 
the mentee OECram, 1985). What is unique to such a function is that a greater part of it 
(e.g. acceptance and confirmation，friendship, counseling...etc., captured by 3 items in 
the 5-item psychosocial subscale in our study) can be regarded as a kind of direct 
emotional support/influences offered personally by the mentor-supervisor to the mentee. 
As job satisfaction has been commonly taken as a kind of positive affective response 
(Locke, 1976) towards one'sjob and improvements within the specific task environment 
(Mowday, et al.，1979), it is proposed that this particular sort of mentee'sjob attitude 
would be more strongly affected by such direct, personal emotional support/influences 
from the mentor-supervisor, resulting in a stronger link between psychosocial function 
and thejob attitude construct. 
The link between psychosocial function and organizational commitment was 
weaker. Though organizational commitment is also taken as a kind of affective response 
(Mowday et al.，1979; Westwood，1992)，in conceptual sense，it differs fromjob 
satisfaction in that it is more global, reflecting a general affective response to the 
organization as a whole ^4owday et al.，1979). This construct is more strongly affected 
by organizational factors including leadership, culture, values, and norms (Cohen, 1992; 
Gellatly, 1995; Markham and McKee，1995; Mathieu and Kohler, 1990b; Sagie, 1993; 
Sagie, 1998) than by specific and tangible aspects of the work environment (Mowday et 
al.，1979). Since the psychosocial function>^emotional support offered by the mentor-
supervisor operates at a more personal level, our mentees might at best associate it 
indirectly and loosely with the organization, resulting in a relatively weaker link between 
it and the organizational commitment construct. The Unk between career function and 
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job satisfaction was also relatively weaker. Career-related support is less ofan 
emotional kind and more of a task-oriented and career-oriented kind. While both 
sponsorship, exposure, and challenging assignments, like the said emotional support, 
signifies improvements of one'sjob and specific task environment, their impact on the 
mentee's emotions and affect should be less direct and overwhelming than a caring 
message from a mentor-friend. 
Another possible，but equally tentative, major reason to account for the results is 
related to the mentee's off-the-job satisfaction (Sagie, 1998) 一 positive affective 
response towards aspects other than one's job and task environment. We are figuring 
out the unique characteristics of psychosocial function that may lead to our pattem of 
findings. And one such characteristic is that the benefits gained from psychosocial 
function extend beyond organizational advancement and generally carry over to other 
spheres oflife (Kram, 1985). As the mentee's sense of competence, effectiveness，and 
self-worth are boosted via receiving the functions of role modeUng, acceptance-
confirmation, counseling and friendship (captured by all the 5 items of the psychosocial 
subscale in our study), such functions start to exert their influence on the mentee's 
relationship with self and with significant others both within and outside the organization 
(Kram, 1985). In other words，it is possible that psychosocial function would afFect the 
mentee's off-the-job satisfaction (e.g. marriage satisfaction, or even life satisfaction). As 
previous research (Rain, Lane, and Steiner，1991; Schmitt and Mellon，1980; Schmitt 
and Bedeian, 1982) found that off-the-job satisfaction (e.g. life satisfaction) would spill 
over to job satisfaction，it is proposed that psychosocial function would not merely affect 
job satisfaction directly via the improvement of the specific task environment, but would 
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also influence thejob-related affect indirectly via its impact on ofF-the-job satisfaction 
(e.g. life satisfaction). This sort of"indirect impact" is unique in the sense that it is 
absent in career function, as the latter only concems with the mentee's own career and 
hisylier relationship to the organization (Kram, 1985). It is unique also because the said 
off-the-job satisfaction has a greater impact onjob satisfaction than on organizational 
commitment (Sagie，1998). 
Which proposition fights its way out remains to be tested. Surely, this topic 
invites conscientious and rigorous endeavours in the future. And concerning the 
investigation ofthe relationships between the two mentoring function variables，job 
satisfaction，and organizational commitment, future study should make use ofpath 
analysis so as to clarify the directions of their relationships. We may like to know if 
there is any difference between the paths that link up career function, job satisfaction and 
organizational commitment; and those that tie up psychosocial function and the two job 
attitude variables. 
To summarize, it was found that mentor's intentions and perceptions of 
feedback on results would affect mentee,sjob satisfaction and organizational 
commitment via the mediators mentee's perceptions of career/psychosocial mentoring 
functions received. As mentee,sjob attitudes may in tum afFect mentee's absenteeism， 
OCB (Locke, 1976), and turnover (Kline and Peters, 1991), training managers may 
consider taking a more active role not just in educating mentors training and mentoring 
skills, but also in emphasizing mentors to develop a more positive, more other-focused 
and less instrumental attitude towards the activity of mentoring, and be more patient and 
considerate to their mentees. Organizational decision makers may even consider 
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establishing an incentive system to reward such attitudes if they really want to maximize 
organizational benefits out of the activity of mentoring. 
On the mentees，side, rather than accepting the traditional role as passive 
recipients，mentees may consider playing a more active role in the mentoring relationship 
to create a brighter career future for themselves as both mentor's intentions and 
perceptions of feedback on results may, to some extent，be subject to their own 
influence. For instance, a mentee who himsel^erself adopts a more positive, other-
focused attitude towards his/her mentor and the activity of mentoring as a whole, and 
continuously seeks selfimprovement after learning may have a better chance ofeliciting 
other-focused intention and positive feedback on results on the side ofhis/her mentor. 
And hopefully, that in tum may lead to a higher amount of mentoring, more liking 
towards one,sjob and one's organization. To the extent that it is true，then, it is at least 
in part up to the mentee's own choice, and perhaps own responsibility, to roU hisy1ier 
dice. 
An unexpected but intriguing finding should be highlighted here. Li our study, it 
was found that "mentor's age" was positively correlated with the variable "mentee's 
perception ofgeneral mentoring fixnction received" (a variable that encompassed the 
mentee's general perceptions in both the career and psychosocial mentoring functions 
received). How could we explain this finding? From our findings, we learnt that mentor's 
age was also correlated with mentor's sex (male mentors were older)，mentor's 
organizational tenure (older mentors were more senior), and mentor's educational level 
(older mentors had higher educational level). However, both mentor's sex, 
organizational level, and educational level were not correlated with mentee's perception 
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ofgeneral mentoring function received. So, we could not make sense out ofthe 
relationship between mentor's age and general mentoring function in terms ofthe 
mentor's gender, seniority and knowledge. Instead, we found that another variable, the 
psychosocial function variable was found to correlate with both mentor's age (i = .53，公 
< .001) and general mentoring function (r = .84，p < .001) but not with mentor's sex， 
organizational tenure and educational level. 
Hence，the story may be as follows: Older mentors，being more mature and well 
equipped with greater life experience, were more able to act as counselors ofyounger 
mentees. They were more able to appreciate，accept and understand the latter's feelings， 
viewpoints, situations, and problems and to offer solutions. As a result, the mentees 
perceived themselves as receiving more psychosocial mentoring from older mentors, 
which in tum generated the report ofhigher general mentoring received from the latter 
group. An alternative story was that older mentors，being expected by the mentees to 
offer care and protection to younger people, were treated by mentees as counselors. The 
mentees fulfilled their expectations/prophecies by actively seeking care and protection 
from the older mentors. As a result，an old age on the side of the mentor would affect the 
perceived psychosocial mentoring function received on the side of the mentee. Which 
proposition is a better explanation remains to be tested. But both could be right at the 
same time as they are not mutuaUy exclusive. It would also be interesting for us to find 
out ifthe mentees，expectation mentioned in proposition two (i.e. expect older people to 
take care ofyounger people) is related to traditional Chinese cultural values offamilism 
and reciprocity where the weaker, younger family party expects care and protection from 
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the dominant, older family party like father as a reciprocation to the former's obedience 
and loyalty (Redding, 1990; Westwood, 1992). 
One caveat to the above propositions should be stated here. Our findings also 
showed that the variable mentor's age was also correlated with two other variables: 
Mentor's organizational tenure (r = .32，p < .05) and mentee's age (r 二 .5¾ p < .001) 
respectively. And both these two variables were positively correlated with psychosocial 
function. The fact that there were confounding variables added complications to our 
understanding ofthe relationship between mentor's age, psychosocial function and the 
general mentoring function as a whole. Notwithstanding such findings，hierarchical 
regression analyses indicated that with psychosocial function as the criterion, mentor's 
age alone could add 17% more to the R^ after controlling for the two confounding 
variables. Such results further supported our claim that the relationship between 
mentor's age and mentoring function was an area that needed to be investigated in the 
future, particularly when both mentor's age，psychosocial mentoring function, and 
mentoring function in general were all found to be significantly related to the two 
mentee'sjob attitude measures. 
The present study was limited in the following ways. First, the relatively small 
sample size had caused some problems in the power to test our hypotheses as weU as in 
the stability ofour results (e.g. the results of the confirmatory factor analyses). But note 
that to recruit both members of a mentor-mentee dyad was more difficult than to recruit 
just one party ofit. And such a design led to the discovery of relationships that were less 
contaminated by the effect-size inflation caused by common method variance — results 
that were more able to reflect the true situation. Moreover，attempts had been made to 
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improve power by considering the usage of the analysis of covariance (Stevens, 1996). 
Despite the limitation in power, our study still yielded some meaningful findings that 
worth further exploration. 
Second, even though the present design restricted the negative impact of 
common method variance, our results were not totally immune to this problem. For 
instance, the findings of the relationships between mentee's perceived career/ 
psychosocial function received and mentee'sjob attitudes were based on data collected 
from mentees using one single self-report questionnaire. As a result, the strength of their 
relationships should still be taken with some caution as they might be inflated by 
consistency, priming, and other effects of common method variance. However, the 
finding that psychosocial function had a stronger relationship withjob satisfaction would 
not be affected by this possible problem. Our reliance on self-report data was justified in 
the sense that we were interested in dealing with setf-perceptions of our participants like 
perceptions in mentoring function received, job satisfaction, organizational commitment, 
etc. (Maurer & Tamlli, 1994; McEnrue, 1989). Moreover, Crampton & Wagner (1994) 
found that research examining career issues was one of the areas in which method 
variance was less likely to be a problem. Nevertheless, PodsakofF and Organ (1986) also 
pointed out that these artifacts of method were likely to be most prevalent when the 
same respondents were asked to report on psychological states and perceptions of 
environmental variables during the same data collection session. To further minimize the 
possibility of the said problem，one might consider collecting data from more sources 
(e.g. collecting data of mentoring function via participant observations or interviews with 
the mentors) in the future. 
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Third, as the data were collected from employees of a single organization, the 
results might not generalize to employees of other organizations in other career fields. 
Fourth，our study revealed relationships that were correlational in nature. It did not lend 
support to any claim ofcausal relationships. And finaUy, in future studies, one should be 
aware ofthe fact that self-focused and other-focused intentions did not exist in a 
mutuaUy exclusive, all-or-nothing fashion. A mentor could have both types ofintentions 
at one and the same time when s/he engaged in a mentoring relationship with a mentee. 
And to caU a mentor a "self-focused'7"other-focused" meant nothing more than a matter 
ofdegree. So，instead offorcing a mentor to choose one ultimate intention among 
sixteen choices, in future study, one might consider transforming the present intention 
measurement into a 16-item five point (continuous) scale. 
Several avenues require further research. Above all else，to further ferreting out 
the relationship between intention, feedback on results, the mentoring function variables， 
job satisfaction, and organizational commitment，it is recommended to conduct a study 
where self-report perceptions from both the mentors, mentees, and peers ofmentors as 
well as ofmentees，on all the six variables are collected. Though the application ofone 
and the same questionnaire on all parties may enhance the possibility of common method 
variance, such a design may offer additional increment by allowing us to compare ifthere 
is any discrepancy between the perceptions of all parties along each variable and to 
further clarify the full picture ofthe relationship between such perceptions. Moreover, 
we can compare the findings with our present findings to see if an alternative design 
reaUy has any bearing on the results. 
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Another avenue is the exploration ofthe antecedents that lead to different degrees 
ofselfand other-focused mentor's intentions. Personal factors like mentors' and 
mentees' personaHty may play a role. Are mentors who score high in "altruism" ofthe 
NEO PI-R personality inventory (Costa and McCrae, 1980) more likely to engage in a 
mentoring relationship out ofother-focused intentions? Are "conscientious" mentees 
who demonstrate a higher willingness to leam more likely to elicit other-focused 
intentions on the side ofthe mentors? Interactional factors may also apply. For instance， 
will the similarity bias (Emswiller, Deaux and WilUts, 1971) apply such that a mentee 
who is more similar to a mentor will elicit a higher degree ofliking, other-focused 
intentions, and mentoring function offered? Organizational factors can also be examined. 
We may ask iforganizational climate that encourages prosocial behaviors like OCB has 
any effect on mentor's intentions. 
A third avenue is the investigation of the mediators and moderators that lie 
between mentor's and mentee's perceptions. For instance，one possible mediator 
between the mentor's perception in feedback on results and the mentee's perception in 
mentoring functions received is the mentor's mentoring behaviors. And the relationship 
between feedback and mentoring behaviors can be moderated by the mentor's attribution 
of such feedback. A mentor who attributes his/her mentee's negative feedback on results 
as being caused by his/her own fault may engage in different levels of mentoring 
behaviors than a mentor who attributes it to the mentee's fault. Obviously, a more 
versatile model is called upon. 
And finally, one may be interested in addressing the impact of cultural values on 
mentoring in China. Although the major research interest of the present study was not in 
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cross-cultural issues, since our study was among one of the first studies which attempted 
to investigate mentoring in mainland China, we still hoped that it could serve as an 
exploratory work in this respect. 
One area suggested for further research was the investigation ofthe impact of 
assigned mentoring relationships on the participants. From the pilot interviews, we 
learnt that most ofthe mentoring relationships were formally assigned and planned by the 
organization rather than spontaneously and informally developed between the mentors 
and the mentees. Kram (1986) predicted that when mentors and mentees were assigned 
to each other，feelings ofmismatch and coercion would lead to the failure ofthe 
mentoring relationship. However, the interesting findings from our present sample were 
that formality ofthe relationship was not related to mentee's perceptions in 
career/psychosocial functions received, job satisfaction and organizational commitment. 
It seemed that our mentees did not find it particularly uneasy to engage in assigned 
mentoring relations. There were only about ten participants in our sample who 
developed their mentoring relations with their mentors spontaneously. Hence, further 
investigations are needed to determine if such interesting findings are robust. To the 
extent that they are，one may conjecture if cultural values like setf-control, collectivism, 
Guanxi，and respect for authority (Redding, 1990) play a role to account for such 
findings. 
The second suggested area is the exploration of the relationship between cultural 
factors (e.g. the Chinese Confucianist' values of social harmony mdJen [Redding, 
1990]) and mentor's intentions. From our interviews, it was found that the value of 
harmony was stressed as the key to successful mentoring relationship. And to achieve the 
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goal ofharmony, the interviewees said a mentor should put aside his/her own self-
interest (which was consistent with the Confucianist' teachings of Jen). It seems 
possible that the intentions ofChinese mentors are, to some extent, determined by 
cultural expectations and demands but the exact relationship between these variables is 
not clear. Further study is required to examine such a possibility. 
The third suggested area concerns the seemingly close relationship between 
social activities and mentoring. From our interviews, we leamt that social gatherings 
were commonly used by most mentors as forums for the friendship build-up with, and 
the offering ofpsychosocial function to，their mentees. From such records，one may go 
further to ask ifthere is any link (both conceptual and empirical) between cultural values 
like Guanxi, relationship-centred... and mentoring. The fourth area was the clarification 
ofthe role played by face-saving OK:omin, 1990) in mentoring. Our interviewees did 
mention that the face-saving ofboth the mentors and the mentees was one ofthe key 
factors that led to a harmonious and successful mentoring relationship. Yet, our tenuous 
empirical database in this respect render it almost impossible for us to either support or 
refute such a claim. 
Generally speaking, we must admit that from merely two interviews, it seems 
impossible for us to exhaust all the information regarding the exact impact ofcultural 
values in great depth. Moreover, cultural issues are not the major research interest of 
the present study. Yet, our data still revealed some intriguing areas for those who 
wished to delve deeper into the topic. 
In a nutshell, the present study made contributions in the following ways. First， 
this study was among one ofthe first studies that explored empirically the relationship 
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between mentor's intentions and mentoring function received. Mentor's intentions and 
feedback on results were found to be correlated with mentee's perceptions of career and 
psychosocial mentoring functions received, and the latter would in turn affect mentee's 
job satisfaction and organizational commitment. The link between psychosocial function 
and job satisfaction was particularly strong. Suggestions of additional research efforts in 
various related areas were made. Second, the present study was also one of the foremost 
studies that examined empirically the link between mentoring and prosocial research. 
Although the expected link was only marginally substantiated, the results did encourage 
closer examination in the said area. Third, the present study opened up a new area for 
future research: Mentoring in China. The interview and the survey picked up some 
interesting areas for those who wish to delve deeper into this topic. And fourth, an 
unexpected but intriguing finding led to our suggestions for a deeper and more thorough 
investigation on the relationship between mentor's age, mentoring functions, andjob 
attitudes. 
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Table 1 
Feedback Measure: Item Factor Loadings 
Item Factor 1 
Since you act/acted as the mentor of 
that mentee，does/did the mentee show 
improvement in . •. 
1. Job knowledge and skills? .57 
2. Quality ofwork? .70 
3. Organization of work? 72 
4. Initiative and motivation? 64 
5. Team spirit? 73 
6. Communication/social skills? .79 
7. Professionalism? .74 
8. Self-confidence? .51 
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Table 2 
Mentoring Function Scale: Model Comparisons Using the 7^ 
Model df y2 CFI 
One-factor 35 84.1 .78 
Two-factor oblique 34 59.2 .89 
Note. CFI refers to Bentler's (1990) Comparative Fit Index. 
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Table 3 
Intercorrelations Between Intention, Feedback, Intention x 
Feedback, Career Function and Psychosocial Function 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 
1. Intention 
2. Feedback .17 
3 . I x F .94*** .46*** 
4. CF .22~ .29* .26~ 
5.PF . 2 2 � .22~ .25~ .56*** 
Note. I X F = Litention x Feedback; CF = Career Function; 
PF 二 Psychosocial Function. 
� ^ < . 1 0 ( 2 - t a U e d ) 
* u ^ 05 (2-tailed) 
*** ^<.001 (2-tailed) 
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Table 4 
Summary ofHierarchical Regression Analvsis for variables 
Predicting Psychosocial Function fN 二 52) 
Variable B SE B p 
Step 1 
Intention .36 .28 .17 
Feedback .36 .19 .26~ 
Step2 
Intention 2.05 1.67 .99 
Feedback .75 .42 .54~ 
Intention x Feedback -.48 .47 -.92 
〜 二 忌 < . 1 0 
Note. E i 二 . 11 for Step 1 (u < .05); AR?= .02 for Step 2 
(e = ns). 
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Table 5 
Mean Career Function as a Function ofIntention and 
Feedback 
Feedback 
Intention n Low High 
Self-focused 10 
M 2.83 3.60 
SD 1.32 1.21 
Other-focused 42 
M 3.46 3.70 
SD 0.72 0.62 
Note. The higher the score is，the greater the career function. 
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Table 6 
Summary ofHierarchical Regression Analvsis for variables 
Predicting Psychosocial Function fN 二 52) 
Variable B SE B P 
Step 1 
Intention .31 .23 .19 
Feedback .20 .15 .19 
Step2 
Intention 1.11 1-35 .68 
Feedback .39 .34 .36 
Intention x Feedback -.23 38 -.55 
Note. B i = .08 for Step 1 (^ 二 • 12);么盆二 .01 for Step 2 
(U 二 ns). 
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Table 7 
Mean Psychosocial Function as a Function ofIntention and 
Feedback 
Feedback 
Intention n L<^ High 
Self-focused 10 
M 3.50 3.95 
SD 0.78 0.64 
Other-focused 42 
M 3.97 4.10 
迎 0.72 0.53 
Note. The higher the score is，the greater the psychosocial 
fiinction. 
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Table 8 
Mean Job Satisfaction and Organizational Commitment 
as a Function of Career Function 
Career Function n ]S QC 
Low 25 
Mean 3.29 3.38 
SD 0.57 0.43 
High 27 
Mean 3.59 3.63 
SD 0.51 0.39 
Note. JS = Job Satisfaction; OC = Organizational 
Commitment. The higher the score is，the greater the 
job satisfactionA)rganizational commitment. 
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Table 9 
MANCOVA involving Career Function. Mentor's Age, 
Job Satisfaction and Organizational Commitment: 
Pooled Within-cells Variance- Covariance Matrix 
Variable 1 1 3 
1.JS .294 
2. OC .105 .166 
3.MA .127 .096 .610 
Note. JS = Job Satisfaction; OC = Organizational 
Commitment; MA = Mentor's Age. 
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Table 10 
Mean Job Satisfaction and Organizational Commitment 
as a Function ofPsychosocial Function 
Psychosocial Function n JS OC 
Low 23 
Mean 3.17 3.37 
SD 0.51 0.38 
High 29 
Mean 3.66 3.63 
SD 0.50 0.42 
Note. JS == Job Satisfaction; OC = Organizational 
Commitment. The higher the score is，the greater the 
job satisfaction/organizational commitment. 
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Table 11 
MANOVA involving Psychosocial Function, 
Job Satisfaction and Organizational Commitment: 
Pooled Within-cells Variance- Covariance Matrix 
Variable 1 2 
l . JS .257 
2 . 0 C .093 .165 
Note. JS = Job Satisfaction; OC = 
Organizational Commitment. 
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. N, 
Table 12 
Summary ofHierarchical Regression Analvsis for variables 
Predicting Psychosocial Function fN 二 52) 
Variable B S £ B p 
Step 1 
Intention .24 .20 .17 
Feedback -.02 .13 -.02 
Step2 
Intention .16 .20 .11 
Feedback -.10 .13 -.11 
Career Function .22 .10 .32* 
* = £ < . 0 5 
Note. B l = .03 for Step 1 fe = ns); A ^ = .09 for Step 2 
(e < .05). 
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Table 13 
Summary ofHierarchical Regression Analvsis for variables 
Predicting Psychosocial Function fN 二 52) 
Variable B SEB p 
Step 1 
Career Function .21 .09 .31* 
Step2 
Career Function .22 .10 .32* 
Intention 16 20 .11 
Feedback -.10 .13 -.11 
* = £ < . 0 5 
Note. R i 二 • 10 for Step 1 (u < .05); A f = .02 for Step 2 
te = ns). 
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Table 14 
Summary ofHierarchical Regression Analvsis for variables 
Predicting Psychosocial Function fN 二 52) 
Variable B SE B P 
Step 1 
Intention .24 .20 .17 
Feedback -.02 .13 -.02 
Step2 
Intention .13 .19 .09 
Feedback -.09 .13 -.10 
Psychosocial Function .33 .12 .39** 
**=2< .01 
Note. R i = .03 for Step 1 (^ = ns); AJg^= • 14 for Step 2 
(E<.01). 
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Table 15 
Summary ofHierarchical Regression Analvsis for variables 
Predicting Psychosocial Function fN 二 52) 
Variable B S l B p 
Step 1 
Psychosocial Function .33 �11 .39** 
Step 2 
Psychosocial Function .33 .12 .39** 
Intention .13 .19 .09 
Feedback -.09 .13 -.10 
* * = ^ < . 0 1 
Note. BL 二 .15 for Step 1 (j^  < .01); A f = .02 for Step 2 
(U = ns). 
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Table 16 
Summary ofHierarchical Regression Analvsis for variables 
Predicting Organizational Commitment fN 二 52) 
Variable B S l B P 
Stepl 
Intention .06 .15 .06 
Feedback .11 .10 .16 
Step2 
Intention .00 .15 .00 
Feedback .05 .10 .07 
Career Function .17 .07 .34* 
* = ^ < . 0 5 
Note. ] ^ = .03 for Step 1 (p = ns); A ^ = .10 for Step 2 
(£ < -05). 
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Table 17 
Summary ofHierarchical Regression Analvsis for variables 
Predicting Organizational Commitment fN 二 52) 
Variable B SEB P 
Step 1 
Career Function .18 .07 .36** 
Step2 
Career Function .17 .07 .34* 
Intention .00 .15 .00 
Feedback .05 .10 .07 
* = 2 < . 0 5 
**=^<•01 
Note. R2 二 .13 for Step 1 fe < .01);么盆二 .00 for Step 2 
(U = ns). 
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Table 18 
Summarv ofHierarchical Regression Analysis for variables 
Predicting Organizational Commitment CN = 32) 
Variable B SEB P 
Step 1 
Intention .06 .15 .06 
Feedback .11 10 .16 
Step2 
Intention -.01 .14 -01 
Feedback .06 .10 .09 
Psychosocial Function .25 .09 .38** 
**=^<•01 
Note. R i 二 .03 for Step 1 (u 二 ns); A f = .13 for Step 2 
(p<.01), 
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Table 19 
Summary ofHierarchical Regression Analvsis for variables 
Predicting Organizational Commitment fN = 52) 
Variable B S1B p 
Step 1 
Psychosocial Function .26 .08 -40** 
Step2 
Psychosocial Function .25 .09 .38** 
Intention -.01 .14 -.01 
Feedback .06 .10 .09 
** =^<.01 
Note.R2 = .i6for Step 1 fe<.01); AJ^=.01 for Step2 
(2 = ns). 
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Figure Caption 
Figure 1. Initial model: Antecedents and consequences of perceived mentoring functions 
received. 
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Figure 1. 
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Figure Caption 
Figure 2. EfFects of Intention and Feedback on Career Function. 
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Figure 2 
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Feedback on Results 
"Self = Setf-focused intention 
"Other" = Other-focused intention 
"Feedback on results 1" = Low feedback on results 
"Feedback on resuhs 2" = High feedback on results 
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Figure Caption 
Figure 3. Effects ofIntention and Feedback on Psychosocial Function. 
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Figure 3 
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Feedback on Results 
“Self’ = Self-focused intention 
“Other” = Other-focused intention 
"Feedback on results 1" = Low feedback on results 
“Feedback on results 2" = High feedback on results 
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Appendix A 
Dimensions ofIntentionsMotives for Mentoring 
Dimensions Sample comments 
Other-focused 
1. Desire to pass information - “It，s just sharing past experience with people 
on to others. realizing that at one time I needed such 
guidance as well." 
-“..wanting to pass along the benefits that I 
have. You don't want to just take and let 
that be short-lived and self-contained because 
then it is wasted." 
2. General desire to help others. - “Before you exit this life, you owe it to those 
that come along behind you to give them a 
hand." 
-"There's that feeling I get when I talk to them 
and I say I would reaUy like to help this person." 
3. Desire to help others succeed. - "There was a desire to see them succeed. • •，， 
4. To benefit the organization. - "It makes the whole organization a lot better." 
5. Desire to help minorities/ - "To help women and minorities come through 
women move through organ- the ranks." 
izational ranks. 
6. Desire to build a competent - "The more information you share with others， 
workforce. the more they'U be able to perform their jobs， 
make better career decisions." 
-"Fve recognized that ifyou want an institution 
to achieve it requires the development oftheir 
most important resource — people." 
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Dimensions Sample comments 
Self-focused 
7. Gratification seeing others - "It just sort of feels good to have someone in 
succeed/grow. that type of relationship where they rely on 
your knowledge base” 
8. Free time for other pursuits. - "By helping someone develop，I can take on 
other projects myself." 
9. Increase personal learning. - “ . .to see others grow also helps you develop 
and be a better person." 
10. Pride. - "I take pride in it.” 
11. Desire to have influence on - “I still believe one person can make a difference， 
others. and I try to do that one person at a time.. .1 
would like to know that I contributed to other 
people's lives." 
12. Respect from others. - "If we are sending out good people, then that 
trust comes back to me..." 
13. Personal desire to work with - “I love dealing with people. I love trying to 
others. help them with their problems...，， 
Allen, Poteet, and Burroughs (1997) 
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Appendix B 
THE MENTOR S QUESTIONNAmE 
(ENGLISH VERSION) 
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EVSTRUCTIONS 
The China Hotel, Guangzhou and The Chinese University ofHong Kong are now conducting 
a survey regarding mentoring at the workplace. You are randomly selected and cordially invited to 
participate in this survey. Above all else，we would like to express our heartfelt thanks to your kind 
cooperation and participation. In the survey, anonymity is maintained and all the opinions you 
express will be kept strictly confidential. Your opinions will only be used for the purpose ofacademic 
research. 
Before doing the questionnaire, PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWmG PODTTS 
CAREFULLY 
1. Please adhere to the order ofthe questions and answer from Ql，Q2 till the 
end. 
2. Please read each question carefully before answering it. 
3. There is no right or wrong answer. Please be frank and choose the answer that 
best reflects your true experience and what you really feel and think. 
4. Please do not omit any question as your opinions are very important to our survey. 
5. It takes about 30 minutes to finish the questionnaire. 
Afler finishing the questionnaire, please retum it to Miss Chau ^iuman Resources 
Department) on or before • Once again, your kind cooperation is deeply appreciated. 
p.l � 
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I.Main Content 
A "MENTOREVG RELATIONSfflP，，is defmed as: 
An intense work relationship between senior [THE MENTOR] andjunior [THE MENTEE] 
organizational members. The mentor has experience and power in the organization and 
personally advises, counsels, coaches, and promotes the career development ofthe 
mentee. Promotion ofthe mentee career may occur directly through actual promotion 
decisions made by the mentor, or indirectly through the mentor influence and power 
over other organizational members. 
Q1. Have you ever engaged in any mentoring relationship Yes No 
with someone in this organization? (please circle 1 2 
the appropriate number) 
lf the answer is "yes", please: 
1. think of ONE MOST RECENT case in mentoring a particular mentee, and answer ALL the questions 
in this questionnaire. After finishing，please return the questionnaire to Miss Chau Oiuman Resources 
Department) ON ORBEFORE . 
2. Pass the "mentee's questionnaire" to THAT PARTICULAR MENTEE and request him/her to answer 
ALL the questions inside the questionnaire. Please also tell that mentee to return the questionnaire to 
Miss Chau OIuman Resources Department) ON OR BEFORE THE DATE SPECmED ABOVE 
料 mPORTANT REMINDER: Since BOTH the mentor and mentee questionnaires MUST be completed 
and retumedback for further analyses, BEFORE you choose the most recent case to taUc about, CHECK 
and make sure that the particular mentee of that case is available to do the questionnaire (e.g. sAie is stiU 
working in the organization; sAie has not taken leavemetc.). Jf s/he is NOT available, think of 
ANOTHER MOST RECENT case where the mentee is available to do the questionnaire. 
Ktheansweris "No": 
You are not required to proceed any further in this questionnaire. Please return the questionnaire to 
Miss Chau CHuman Resources Department) on or before the date specified above. 
p.2 
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Q2. Please THBSK VERY CAREFULLY and give ONLY ONE (THE MOST ULTMATE) reason why you 
act as the mentor of that particular mentee (please put a "tick" in the box provided) : 
0 I believe I can make a difference and contribute to the mentee life. 
• I want to share past experience with the mentee realizing that at one time 
I needed such guidance as weU. 
• I want to see the mentee succeed. 
• I shall feel tense and uneasy if I don't help. 
0 To see the mentee grow also helps me develop and be a better person. 
0 I really want to help the mentee. 
0 I owe it to the mentee to give him/her a hand. 
• I want to develop the most important resource of the organization — people 
such that the organization wiU succeed. 
• I want to share more information with the mentee so that sAie will be able 
to perform hisAierjobs and make better career decisions. 
0 It makes the whole organization a lot better. 
0 I want to pass along the benefits that I have otherwise they will be wasted. 
0 By helping the mentee develop, I can take on other projects mysetf. 
• I want to help women and minorities come through the ranks. 
• I love dealing with people. I love trying to help them with their problems. 
0 U we are sending out good people, then that trust comes back to me. 
0 I feel good to have someone in that type of relationship where they rely on 
my knowledge base. 
• I take pride in it. 
• Others. Please specify: 
p.3 
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Q3. Since you act/acted as the mentor ofthat mentee, does/did the mentee show improvement/development/ 
growth in . . . (please circle the appropriate) 
Noimp., A Rather Very 
or even UtUe Some high high 
worse imp. imp. imp. imp. 
a. Job knowledge and skills (e.g. better understanding about 
work, broader visibiUty, better application of skills)? 1 2 3 4 5 
b. Quality ofwork (e.g. more error-free performance/ 
� o 1 2 3 4 5 N 
judgment, more efficient performance . etc.)( 上 ^ 
c. Organization ofwork (e.g. more able to prioritize 
work tasks, more logical and systematic arrangement 
o 1 2 3 4 5 N 
of work procedures...etc.)? 
d. Initiative and motivation (e.g. more able to set high standards 
ofperformance and go after them independently)? 1 2 3 4 5 
e. Team spirit (e.g. more wiUing to make personal sacrifices 
1 2 3 4 5 N 
for the achievement of team goals)? 
f. Communication/social skiUs (e.g. get along better with 
clients，superiors，peersancyorsubordinates�etc.)? 1 2 3 4 5 
e. Professionalism (e.g. more concern about professional 
o 5 ^^ 
ethics/conduct, clearer about professional identity. ..etc.)? 1 2 3 
h. SeLf^nfidence (e.g. more able to make good {job-related} 
judgments independently and efficiently without much 
1 2 3 4 5 N 
hesitation)? 
*Notes: "imp." = improvement 
N = not appUcable 
Very Don't Very 
low Low know High high 
Q4. How do you perceive your chances ofbeing further 
1 2 3 4 5 promoted to a higher position? ^ 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Disagree N Agree Agree 
Q5. There is httle necessity for working with the mentee. 1 2 3 4 5 
Q6.1 cannot perform my job properly without the help of the 
+ 1 2 3 4 5 mentee. 
*Note: N = neutral P.4 
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Yes No 
Q7. Working with the mentee is a requirement of my job. 1 2 
Q8. Are you the immediate supervisor (in terms of working Yes No 
relationship) of the mentee? 1 2 
Q9. Was the mentoring relationship O e^tween you and that particular mentee) formally assigned by your 
boss/training and development staffs/staffs ofthe Human Resources department/the management or 





Q10. Have you ever insisted on having your own way? 1 2 
Q11. Have you ever taken advantage of someone? 1 2 
Q12. Have you ever been late for an appointment or work? 1 2 
Q13. Are you always willing to admit it when you have made 
1 2 Amistake? 
Q14. Are all your habits good and desirable ones? 1 2 
Q15. What is/was the total number ofmentees you have/had at the time you act/acted as the mentor 
ofthat particular mentee? (please put a "tick" in the box provided) 
• • • • ° 
1 2 3 4 5 or more 
Q16. What is the job level difference between you and that particular mentee? 
• • • • • 
1 (level) 2 3 4 5ormore 
p.5 
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II Background information (This questionnaire maintains anonymity. Please provide us with some 
background information as reference). 
1 • What is your age? (please put a "tick" in the box provided) 
• • • • • 
18-25 26-30 3140 41-50 51 orabove 
2. What is your sex? • 口 
M F 
3. What is your nationality? 
• • • • • 
Chinese Chinese American Japanese Others (please 
(mainland) OHongKong) specify: ) 
4. What is your educational level? 
• • • • 
Primary Secondary University Above 
University 
5. How many years have you been working in this organization? 
• • • • • 
3years 4-10 11-20 21-30 Above 
or below 30 
-That's the end. Thanks a lot -
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THE MENTEE'S QUESTIONNAIRE 
(ENGLISH VERSION) 
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mSTRUCTIONS 
The China Hotel, Guangzhou and The Chinese University ofHong Kong are now 
conducting a survey regarding mentoring at the workplace. You are randomly selected and cordially 
invited to participate in this survey. Above all else, we would like to express our heartfelt thanks to 
your kind cooperation and participation. In the survey, anonymity is maintained and all the opinions 
you express will be kept strictly confidential. Your opinions will only be used for the purpose of 
academic research. 
Before doing the questionnaire, PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING POEVTS 
CAREFULLY: 
1 • Please adhere to the order of the questions and answer from Q1, Q2 . . . till the 
end. 
2. Please read each question carefully before answering it. 
3. There is no right or wrong answer. Please be frank and choose the answer that 
best reflects your true experience and what you reaUy feel and think. 
4. Please do not omit any question as your opinions are very important to our survey. 
5. It takes about 30 minutes to finish the questionnaire. 
After finishing the questionnaire, please return it to Miss Chau (Human Resources 
Department) on or before • Once again, your kind cooperation is deeply appreciated. 
LMain Content 
This questionnaire invites you to share your experience with us regarding "MENTORDVG 
RELATIONSHIP”. A "mentoring relationship" is defined as: 
An intense work relationship between senior [THE MENTOR] andjunior [THE MENTEE] 
organizational members. The mentor has experience and power in the organization and 
personally advises, counsels, coaches, and promotes the career development ofthe 
mentee. Promotion ofthe mentee career may occur directly through actual promotion 
decisions made by the mentor, or indirectly through the mentor influence and power 
over other organizational members. 
Please think CAREFULLY about the mentoring relationship developed between you and your mentor (the 
one who handed this questionnaire to you), and answer the questions in this questionnaire. 
p.l (1) 
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Ql. Your mentor has . . . (please circle the appropriate) 
To a To To a To a 
Not at slight some large very large 
all extent extent extent extent 
a. encouraged you to try new ways ofbehaving on the job. 1 2 3 4 5 
b. discussed your questions or concerns regarding feelings of 
competence, commitment to advancement, relationships 
with peers and supervisors or work/family conflicts. 1 2 3 4 5 
c. served as a role model. 1 2 3 4 5 
d. demonstrated good listening skiUs in your conversations. 1 2 3 4 5 
e. conveyed feelings of respect for you as an individual. 1 2 3 4 5 
f. encouraged you to taUc openly about anxieties and fears 
that detract from your work. 1 2 3 4 5 
g. shared personal experiences as an alternative perspective. 1 2 3 4 5 
h. displayed attitudes and values similar to your own. 1 2 3 4 5 
i. assigned responsibilities to you that have increased your 
contact with people who wiU judge your potential for 
future advancement. 1 2 3 4 5 
j. reduced unnecessary risks that could have threatened 
your opportunities for promotion. 1 2 3 4 5 
k. helped you meet new colleagues. 1 2 3 4 5 
1. given you assignments or tasks that have prepared you 
for higher positions. 1 2 3 4 5 
m. helped you finish assignments or tasks or meet deadlines 
that otherwise would have been difficult to complete. 1 2 3 4 5 
n. encouraged you to prepare for advancement. 1 2 3 4 5 
0. given you assignments that present opportunities to 
learn new skills. 1 2 3 4 5 
p. given you assignments that have increased your contact 
with higher level managers. 1 2 3 4 5 
Very Very 
dissat. Dissat. N Sat. sat. 
Q2. AU in all, how satisfied would you say you are with 
yourjob? 1 2 3 4 5 
*Notes: Dissat./dissat. = dissatisfied; Sat./sat. = satisfied; 
N = neutral 
p.2 
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Strongly Not re- Recom- Strongly 
against commend N mend recommend 
Q3. tf a good friend of yours told you sy^e was interested 
in working in ajob like yours for your employer, what 
would you tell him/her? 1 2 3 4 5 
*Note: N = neutral 
Definitely Probably Probably Takethe 
will not wiU not will take samejob 
take the take the Not the same without 
samejob samejob sure job hesitation 
Q4. Knowing what you know now, if you had to decide all 
over again whether to take the job you now have, what 
would you decide? 1 2 3 4 5 
Definitely Probably Probably Definitely 
choose choose choose choose 
other other Not the pre- the pre-
jobs jobs sure sentjob sentjob 
Q5. tfyou were free to go into any type ofjob you wante4 
what would your choice be? 1 2 3 4 5 
Very Very 
much Somewhat Somewhat much 
unhke unhke Kke bke 
thejob thejob thejob thejob 
I wanted Iwanted N Iwanted Iwanted 
Q6. In general, how weU would you say that yourjob measures 
up to the sort of job you wanted when you took it? 1 1 3 4 5 
*Note: N = neutral 
p.3 
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Q7. With respect to your own feelings about the particular 
organization for which you are now working, please 
indicate the degree of your agreement or disagreement 
with each statement: 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Disagree N Agree Agree 
a. I am willing to put a great deal of effort beyond that normally 
expected in order to help this organization be successful. 1 2 3 4 5 
b. I taUc up this organization to my friends as a great 
organization to work for. 1 2 3 4 5 
c. I feel very little loyalty to this organization. 1 2 3 4 5 
d. I would accept almost any type ofjob assignment in order to 
keep working for this organization. 1 2 3 4 5 
e. I find that my values and the organization's values are very 
similar. 1 2 3 4 5 
f. I am proud to tell others that I am part of this organization. 1 2 3 4 5 
g. I couldjust as weU be working for a different organization 
as long as the type of work was similar. 1 2 3 4 5 
h. This organization really inspires the very best in me in the 
way ofjob performance. 1 2 3 4 5 
i. It would take very Uttle change in my present circumstances 
to cause me to leave this organization. 1 2 3 4 5 
j. I am extremely glad that I chose this organization to work for 
over others I was considering at the time I joined. 1 2 3 4 5 
k. There are not too much to be gained by sticking with this 
organization indefinitely. 1 2 3 4 5 
1. Often, I find it difficult to agree with this organization 
policies on important matters relating to its employees. 1 2 3 4 5 
m. I reaUy care about the fate of this organization. 1 2 3 4 5 
n. For me this is the best of all possible organizations for which 
to work. 1 2 3 4 5 
0. Deciding to work for this organization was a definite mistake 
on my part. 1 2 3 4 5 
*Note: N = Neither disagree nor agree. 
p.4 
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Yes No 
Q8. Have you ever insisted on having your own way? 1 2 
Q9. Have you ever taken advantage of someone? 1 2 
Q10. Have you ever been late for an appointment or work? 1 2 
Q11. Are you always wiUing to admit it when you have made 
Amistake? 1 2 
Q12. Are all your habits good and desirable ones? 1 2 
Q13. How many years have you been engaged in the mentoring relationship with your mentor? 
(please put a "tick" in the box provided) 
• • • • • 
1 (year) 2 3 4 5 or above 
or below 
Q14. Please state the total number ofmentoring relationships that you have engaged in since 
you started working. 
• • • • • 
1 2-3 4-5 6-7 8 or above 
/ / . Background information (This questionnaire maintains anonymity. Pleaseprovide us with some 
background information as reference). 
1. What is your age? (please put a "tick" in the box provided) 
• • • • • 
18-25 26-30 3140 41-50 51 or above 
2. What is your sex? • • 
M F 
3. What is your nationality? 
• • • • • 
Chinese Chinese American Japanese Others (please 
(mainland) (HongKong) specify: ) 
4. What is your marital status? • • 
Single Married 
5. What is your educational level? 
• • • • 
Primary Secondary University Above 
University 
P.5 
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6. How many years have you been working in this organization? 
• • • • • 
3 (years) 4-10 11-20 21-30 Above 
or below 30 
7. How many years have you been working in this position? 
• • • • • 
1 (year) 2-3 4-5 6-7 8 or above 
or below 
8. When were you last promoted? 
• • • • • 
Notyet Within 1 1-2 years 3-5 6years 
Promoted year ago ago ago ago or more 
-That's the end. Thanks a lot -
Altruistic and egoistic mentors ^ 11 
指導者問卷 
沖 麵 勒 * 
*註：原問卷以簡體字印製 
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題二.請你仔細想想，並只選出一個(最根本的)原因，說明你爲何會擔任該員工的指 


















• 其他(請說明)__ . 
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， 有 有 
甚 一 很 
至 少 定 進 大 
有 許 的 步 的 不 
退 進 進 頗 進 適 
步 步 步 大 步 用 
a.工作知識及技能(例如:對工作有更深的了解， 
視野順界更廣，工作技巧的運用更熟練)？ 1 2 3 4 5 N 
b.工作質素(例如:與工作有關的判斷上 
更少犯錯，工作更有效率…等)？ 1 2 3 4 5 N 
c.組織|旨力.(例如:更能按輕重先后次序去 
處理各項工作；能夠更合理地，有系統地 
去安排各項工作程序)？ 1 2 3 4 5 N 
d.自發1生及激勵性(例如:更能獨立地爲自己定下 
較高的工作目標並能貫徹地去達致那些目標)？ 1 2 3 4 5 N 
e.團隊精神(例如:更願意爲了達到團隊的目標而 
作出個人的犧牲)？ 1 2 3 4 5 N 
f.溝aA社交技巧(例如:與客人，上司，同僚^/ 
或下屬的關系發展得更好)？ 1 2 3 4 5 N 
g.專業精神(例如:更關心專業的道德操守;對自己 
的專業身分有更淸晰的認識)？ 1 2 3 4 5 N 
h.自信心(例如:更能毫不猶豫地，獨立地及迅 
速地作出好的[工作上的]決策)？ 1 2 3 4 5 N 
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機 機 機 機 
會 會 不 會 會 
很 頗 知 頗 很 
少 少 道 大 大 
題四.你覺得你獲得進一步晉升的機會有多大？ 1 2 3 4 5 
非 
常 非 
不 不 常 
同 同 中 同 同 
)§% 少©» 、f' v^^ /©^  
®5.我不大需要與被指導者並肩工作. 1 2 3 4 5 
題六.沒有這名被指導者的協助，我不能 
把我的工作做好. 1 2 3 4 5 
題七.與被指導者並肩工作是我的其中 是 不是 
一項職責. 1 2 
是 不是 









司的正式參與下)發展出來的？ 1 2 
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曾 否 
題十.你曾否試過堅持按照自己的看法去做事？ 1 2 
題十一.你曾否試過〃佔人便宜〃 ？ 1 2 
題十二.你曾否試過赴約或上班時遲到？ 1 2 
是 否 
題十三.你是否經常願意承認自己所犯的過錯？ 1 2 
題十四.所有你的習慣，是否都是好習慣？ 1 2 
題十五.在你擔任該被指導者的指導人的同期，總共有多少被指導者跟你學習(包括該被指 
導者在內)？(請在適當的方格劃上〃 / “號） 
• • • • •. 
一個 兩個 三個 四個 五個以上 
題十六.請問你與該被導者職級差距是多少？ 
• • • • • 




• • • • • 
18-25 26-30 3140 41-50 51 以上 
2.你的^3[]是： • • 
男 女 
3.你的國籍是： 
• • • • • 
中國(內地） 中國(香港） 美國 曰本 其他(請註明): 
4.你的教育水平是： 
• • • • 
小學 中學 大學 大學以上 
5.你在這機構工作了多少年？ 
• • • • • 
3年以下 4-10年 11-20年 21-30年 30年以上 
-本問卷完，感謝你的參與-
Altruistic and egoistic mentors ^ 11 
被指導者髑卷 
沖 娜 2 ^ * 
*註：原問卷以簡體字印製 
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完 很 
全 很 有 多 經 
沒 少 時 時 常 
有 會 會 會 會 
做 做 做 做 做 
題一.你的指導者/導師有…(請圈出適當的號碼） 
&.鼓勵你嘗試用新的方法去完成工作. 1 2 3 4 5 
13.與你傾談有關你的自信心，爭取晉升 
的決心，與同僚和上司的關系，在工作 
和家庭遇到的困難. 1 2 3 4 5 
：以身作則，樹立榜樣. 1 2 3 4 5 
丄表現出良好的傾聽技巧，仔細地傾聽 
你的說話. 1 2 3 4 5 
6.表現出/流露出對你的尊重. 1 2 3 4 5 
[鼓勵你將心中影響你工作的緊張及恐懼 
情緒說出來. 1 2 3 4 5 
2.和你分享個人的經驗，好讓你能夠從不 
同的角度來看事情. 1 2 3 4 5 
卜.表現出和你近似的態度和價値觀. 1 2 3 4 5 
1.委派一些任務，讓你可以接觸到 
那些有權評定你的晉升潛質的人. 1 2 3 4 5 
3.減少那些不必要而又會威脅到 
你的晉升機會的風險. 1 2 3 4 5 
让.協助你接觸新同事. 1 2 3 4 5 
1.指派你從事一些有助你日后晉升的工作. 1 2 3 4 5 
!!^協助你于限期前完成一些你獨自很難 
完成的工作. 1 2 3 4 5 
化鼓勵你爲晉升作好準備. 1 2 3 4 5 
0.指派你從事一些可讓你學習到新技能的 
工作. 1 2 3 4 5 
?.指派你參予一些可讓你接觸到較高層 
管理人士的工作. 1 2 3 4 5 
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多巨 
常 一 非 
不 不 半 常 
滿 滿 一 滿 滿 
^ ¾ / ¾ ~^ *W^ ^ ¾ 
題二.整體而言，你對現時的工作有多滿意？ 1 2 3 4 5 
十 不 十 
分 大 分 
反 支 中 支 支 
對 持 立 持 持 
題三.假如你的好朋友告訴你，丨似她有興趣 
應徵進入你現職的公司，從事與你現職 
相類似的工作，你會給俯她甚麼意見？ 1 2 3 4 5 
一 多 未 毫 
定 數 能 多 不 
不 不 決 數 猶 
會 會 定 會 豫 
選 選 需 選 選 
擇 擇 要 擇 擇 
現 現 考 現 現 
職 職 慮 職 職 
題四.假如你可以重新再選擇你的工作，你… 1 2 3 4 5 
一 多 
定 數 未 
會 會 能 多 一 
選 選 決 數 定 
擇 擇 定 會 會 
其 其 需 選 選 
它 它 要 擇 擇 
工 工 考 現 現 
作 作 慮 職 職 
«£.假如你現在可以自由轉工，你... 1 2 3 4 5 
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r^ -i-
兀 X 
全 不 一 致 完 
不 大 半 上 全 
符 符 一 符 符 
么 么 牛 八 么 
口 口 干 口 口 
題六.整體而言，你覺得現時的工作是否符合 
你入職時對它的期望？ 1 2 3 4 5 
非 
常 非 
不 不 常 
同 同 中 同 同 




願意付出比一般要求更大的努力. 1 2 3 4 5 
3.我告訴我的朋友，在工作上而言， 
我現職的機構是一間十分好的機構. 1 2 3 4 5 
0.我覺得我不太忠于現職機構. 1 2 3 4 5 
丄爲了要繼續替現職機構服務，我願 
意接受差不多«可類型的工作安排. 1 2 3 4 5 
6.我覺得我的價値取向與公司的價値 
取向很相近. 1 2 3 4 5 
[我可以自豪地告訴別人我是這機構的 
一份子. 1 2 3 4 5 
£.只要工作性質相近，我也可以替其它機 
機構服務. 1 2 3 4 5 
h.這個機構真的把我工作上最大的 
潛能發揮出來了. 1 2 3 4 5 
1.只要我的顧犬有少許改變都會令我 
離開現職機構. 1 2 3 4 5 
丄我十分慶幸當初我選擇任職現機構， 
而非其它的機構. 1 2 3 4 5 
乂.長期留在這機構工作，對我沒有太大 
的好處. 1 2 3 4 5 
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# 
常 非 
不 不 常 
同 同 中 同 同 
¾^ /¾ _LZ. ¾^ ¾^ 
題七.(勘 
1.我經常覺得很難認同公司推行的那 
些與員工有切身關系的政策. 1 2 3 4 5 
爪.我真的很關注現職機構的發展和命運. 1 2 3 4 5 
化對我來說，現職機構已經是我可能選擇 
的工作機構中最好的了. 1 2 3 4 5 
0.決定任職現機構肯定是一個錯誤. 1 2 3 4 5 
曾 否 
題八.你曾否試過堅持按照自己的看法去做事？ 1 2 
題九你曾否試過“佔人便宜“？ 1 2 
題十.你曾否試過赴約或上班時遲到？ 1 2 
是 否 
題十一.你是否經常願意承認自己所犯的過錯？ 1 2 
題十二所有你的習慣，是否都是好習‘匱？ 1 2 
題十三.你與該位給你問卷的指導者發展了多少年的指導關系？ 
(請在適當的方格劃上〃 / 〃 m) 
• • • • • 
1年以下 2年 3年 4年 5年以上 
題十四.從你開始工作起計，你總共與多少人發展過類似的指導關系？ 
• • • • • 
1個 2-3個 4-5個 6-7個 8個以上 
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• • • • • 
18-25 26-30 3140 41-50 51 以上 
2.你的性別是： • • 
男 女 
3.你的國籍是： 
• • • • • 
中國(內地） 中國(香港） 美國 日本 其他(請註明): 
4 .你的 _狀況是：• • 
獨身 巳婚 
5.你的教育水平是： 
• • • • 
小學 中學 大學 大學以上 
6.你在這個機構中工作了多少年？ 
• • • • • 
3年以下 4-10年 11-20年 21-30年 30年以上 
7.你在這個職位上工作了多少年？ 
• • • • • 
1年以下 2-3年 4-5年 6-7年 8年以上 
8.請問你上一次獲得晉升是多久以前？ 
• • • • • 
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